Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality
Arkansas Public Service Commission

Stakeholder Meeting re: EPA’s Proposed Clean Power Plan

Presentations by:
American Electric Power (AEP)
Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ)
Arkansas Public Service Commission (PSC)
Bipartisan Policy Center (BPC)
Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc. (MISO)
Southwest Power Pool (SPP)

October 1, 2014
9:30 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.
Facilitator: Judge Henry Jones (ret.)

9:30  Welcome

9:40  Presentation 1: “Conversion of Rate-Based NSPS Goals to Mass-Based Goals”, presented by Scott A. Weaver, Manager - Strategic Policy Analysis, AEP

10:20  Stakeholder Roundtable 1: Questions and discussion

10:40  Presentation 2: “EPA’s Proposed Clean Power Plan: Rate to Mass Conversion”, presented by Jennifer Macedonia, Senior Advisor, BPC

11:10  Stakeholder Roundtable 2: Questions and discussion

11:30  Break

11:40  Presentation 3: “Clean Power Plan: MISO Analysis Update”, presented by Todd Hillman, Vice President - South Region, and J.T. Smith, Director - Policy Studies, MISO

12:05  Stakeholder Roundtable 3: Questions and Discussion

12:25  Lunch (on your own)

1:35  Presentation 4: Grid reliability and transmission buildout issues, presented by Lanny Nickell, Vice President - Engineering, SPP

2:00  Stakeholder Roundtable 4: Questions and Discussion

2:20  Break

2:30  Presentation 5: Analyzing the four proposed “building blocks”:

1. “Clean Power Plan: Heat Rate Improvement”, presented by Tom Rheaume, ADEQ
2. “ADEQ Analysis of Clean Power Plan Building Blocks 2 & 3”, Tricia Jackson, ADEQ
3. “Arkansas Goal Calculation Under Block 4 of the EPA Clean Air Act Section 111(d) Proposed Rule”, Eddy Moore, PSC

3:45  Stakeholder Roundtable 5: Questions and Discussion

4:05  Next steps and closing remarks

4:15  Adjourn